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User’s Guide for FACS Aria III
Important notes


Always filter samples before loading them into the sorter!



Stay away from the fluidics cart while sorting! Any mechanical disturbance will negatively
affect the sorting performance.



Do not play around in the software while sorting. Don’t add new plots or gates and don’t
delete gates while a sample is acquired. The DiVa software is prone to freezing if you want
to do more than 1 thing at the time. If the software does not unfreeze, use the red panic
button to save your sample and call BIF for help to restart the sorter.
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The Acquisition Dashboard

Load
Lifts a tube into the sample injection chamber, starts sample agitation (if agitation is turned on), and starts
acquisition of the sample. When a tube is already loaded, the button changes to Unload. Clicking Unload
stops acquisition of the sample, turns off the agitator, and lowers the tube from the sample injection
chamber. NOTE: The Load button is enabled only when the workstation is connected to the cytometer, an
experiment is open, the stream is turned on, and the current tube pointer is set to a tube.

Stop Acquiring
Stops sample acquisition without unloading the sample tube. The Acquire Data button functions only when a
tube is loaded.

Record Data
Records events based on the parameters defined in the Acquisition Setup. Works only if the cytometer is
actively acquiring data.

Stopping time
Defines the time in seconds, after which the acquisition and recording stops, id the stopping parameters are
not reached. Works only if Record Data is active!

Flow Rate
Controls sample flow rate, from 1.0–11.0 (10–80 μL/min).
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Setting up a new experiment














Create a new folder (optional)
Create a new experiment.
Select the Cytometer Settings in the Browser. In the Inspector window, click the Parameters tab and
delete any unneeded parameters. Select the H and W check boxes to select height and width for FSC
and SSC (or all parameters if desired).
If you need to compensate, start with compensation first!

Create dot plots and (optional) histograms in the global worksheet according to the parameters
needed
Optimize the FSC and SSC voltages to place your population of interest into P1 and adjust FSC
threshold to remove debris without interfering with the population of interest.
Optimize fluorescence PMT voltages to place the negative population at the left side of the axis. Try
to align the center of the negative population with 102.
Unload the unstained control tube from the cytometer. Load the multicolor sample onto the
cytometer.
Verify that the positive populations are on scale. If a positive population is off scale, lower the PMT
voltage for that parameter until the positive population can be seen entirely on scale. Unload the
multicolor sample from the cytometer.
Once all parameters are set up and won’t need any modifications anymore, you can start recording.
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Compensation
Select Experiment > Compensation Setup > Create Compensation Controls.
The Create Compensation Controls dialog opens, listing only those parameters previously defined in the
cytometer settings. Click OK to add the specified controls.

A new specimen with the compensation control tubes appears within the experiment in the browser
window.
The unstained control will be used to verify the settings for FSC, SSC, and FSC threshold, and to gate the
population of interest.

Compensation step-by-step
1.
2.
3.
4.

Install the unstained control tube onto the cytometer loading arm.
Expand the compensation specimen in the Browser.
Set the current tube pointer to the unstained control tube and click Load.
Verify that the population of interest is displayed appropriately on the FSC vs SSC plot. Adjust if
needed. Click the Threshold tab and adjust the FSC threshold, if needed. Set the threshold to remove
most of the debris without cutting off the singlet population.
5. Adjust the P1 gate to surround only the singlets.

6. Click Record Data. When recording is finished, click Unload and remove the unstained control tube
from the cytometer.
7. Install the next tube onto the cytometer and repeat steps 5 and 6 until data for all stained control
tubes has been recorded.
8. Once done with all tubes, double-click the single stained control tubes to display the corresponding
worksheets.
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9. Verify that the snap-to interval gate encompasses the positive population. Adjust the gates, if
needed. Repeat for the remaining compensation tubes.

10. If all compensation controls look fine and the gates are set correctly, calculate the compensation
matrix: Select Experiment > Compensation Setup > Calculate Compensation.
11. Enter the name of your experiment as the setup name, then click Link & Save.

IMPORTANT: Do not change the PMT voltages after the first compensation control has been recorded. In
order to calculate compensation, all controls must be recorded with the same PMT voltage settings. If you
need to adjust the PMT voltage for a subsequent compensation control, you will need to record all
compensation controls again.
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Doublet discrimination
This section describes how to adjust the gates to eliminate doublets and record singlet events.
Always perform doublet discrimination before sorting!
If you had to compensate, make sure to switch back to the Global Worksheet before proceeding.
Use FSC based discrimination for eukaryotic cells, eventually combine with SSC based for complex samples.
Use SSC based discrimination for small particles, like bacteria.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Move the current tube pointer to the first sample.
Install a sample tube onto the loading port and click Load.
Change the Events to Display to 5,000 events.
Adjust the Scatter gate (or P1, whatever you call it) to encompass the singlet events.
Adjust the FSC gate to encompass the low FSC-W population. Don’t forget population hierarchy! The
FSC gate has to be a child of the Scatter gate.
6. Adjust the SSC gate to encompass the low SSC-W population. Don’t forget population hierarchy! The
SSC gate has to be a child of the FSC gate (or Scatter gate if you have no FSC gate).

There are different gating strategies to discriminate doublets from singlets:

Use the one that you feel most comfortable with.
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Application settings
Application settings are associated with a cytometer configuration and include the parameters needed for
the application, area scaling values, PMT voltages, and threshold values, but not compensation. Each time a
performance check is run for a configuration, the application settings associated with that configuration are
updated to the latest run.
Using application settings provides an easy, consistent, and reproducible way to reuse cytometer settings for
your commonly used applications.

Creating New Application settings (First time you run an experiment)
1. Start with a new blank experiment.
2. Select Cytometer Settings in the Browser.
3. Delete all parameters you will not be using:
a) In Inspector Window: click on small button to left of parameter name that you want to
delete.
b) Click delete button (use control key and highlight for multiple deletions)
c) Repeat for each parameter you are not using.
4. Click the H and W checkbox to select Height and Width for FSC and SSC to enable doublet
discrimination.
5. Right-click Cytometer Settings in the Browser, then select Application Settings > Create Worksheet. A
second global sheet is added with the plots created according to your selections in the Parameters
tab. You will use the gray boxes and crosshairs on this worksheet to guide your optimization.
6. Adjust area scaling factors first, if necessary. This is a more advanced skill, see cytometry supervisor
if you feel you need to adjust area scaling factors. For many (small) cells, using the CST Area scaling
factors will work fine.
7. To load any tube, ensure that the flow rate in the dashboard window is low (try 1 to start.) Install
cells onto the cytometer by loading the tube onto the loading port. Activate the tube in the browser
window and click load in the dashboard window. The tube will be loaded, and events will start
acquiring automatically.
8. Load the unstained tube. Optimize the FSC and SSC voltages in the parameters tab of the Cytometer
window to place the population of interest on scale. You do not need to record a data file. Unload
the unstained cells.
9. Load a tube with all stains. Verify that the positive populations are on scale. If a positive population
is off scale, lower the PMT voltage for that parameter until the positive population is entirely on
scale. You do not need to record a data file. Unload the stained cells tube from the cytometer.
10. You now have your Application settings. To save, Right-click Cytometer Settings in the Browser, then
select Application Settings>Save. Name the Application Settings appropriately and Click OK. The
application settings are saved to the catalog. Application settings do not include compensation
settings.
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Using previously created Application Settings
(When you are doing the same experiment again)
1. In a newly created experiment, ensure that the current CST settings are applied. Then, right-click
the Cytometer Settings icon in the Browser and select Application Settings > Apply.
2. Select your correct previously created Application Settings from the catalog.
3. Click Overwrite in the dialog that appears.
4. If a message appears about area scaling, click Yes to accept all changes to cytometer settings.
5. The parameter list and PMT voltages are updated to match the application settings you
previously created.

Setting up a Sort layout
Sort layouts can be added to tubes or global worksheets.




Create tube-specific layouts if you are sorting different populations or using different sort devices for
each tube in the experiment. NOTE: to create a tube-specific sort layout, make sure a normal
worksheet (white tab) is shown in the Worksheet window before you create the layout.
Create global worksheet–specific layouts if you are sorting the same populations into the same sort
device for all tubes in the experiment.

Sort layouts step-by-step
1. Select the icon for a tube or global worksheet in an open experiment and click the New Sort Layout
button on the Browser toolbar.
2. In the Sort Layout window, select the type of device from the Device menu. Default sorting devices
are listed along with any defined custom devices. The Sort Layout window changes depending on the
selected device. The number of rows and columns in the window matches the number of tubes,
wells, or spots in the collection device.
3. Select the sort precision mode from the Precision menu.
4. Enter the number of events to be sorted in the Target Events field. Once entered, the number of
events can be selected from the Target Events menu. For continuous sorting, select Continuous from
the Target Events menu.
5. Select one of the following options from the Save Sort Reports menu: Save None: sort reports are
not saved. Save All: automatically saves a sort report each time the sort is stopped. Ask User:
prompts the user each time the sort is stopped to select whether or not to save the sort report. This
is the default option. This setting is saved with the sort layout.
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6. Select the field(s) corresponding to the tube(s), well(s), or spot(s) where the population will be
sorted and select a defined population from the Add menu. When you click in a sort location field, a
menu opens allowing you to add, delete, or clear all populations in the field (see below). After you
add a population, the population and the number of target events are added to the corresponding
sort location field.
Tip Select a row or column header to select all fields in that row or column. When you add a
population, it will be added to all selected fields at once.
7. Specify whether to save sort conflicts by selecting the Save Conflicts checkbox. This checkbox is
enabled only when using a two- or four-tube layout. When selected, all sort conflicts are sorted into
a default location. For a two-tube layout, conflicts are sorted to the right. For 4-tube layouts, sort
conflicts of the far left tube are sorted into the left, of far right into the right tube.
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Sorting Controls
Sorting controls appear at the bottom of the Sort Layout window. Use these controls for the following
functions.








Sort: Starts sorting events for the current acquisition tube. All counters reset to zero when this
button is clicked. Events are sorted until the requested number of sorted events has been reached.
Pause/Resume: Stops sorting, but not acquisition. Sort counters and sort timers freeze when the
Pause button is clicked. Click the Resume button to continue sorting and to continue incrementing
the sort counters and timers.
Access Stage: When the ACDU stage is in the back, the stage is moved forward to put a plate on or
take a plate off the stage. When the stage is in the front, the stage is moved to the back and out of
the way so you can install a collection tube holder.
Move Drawer: Moves the waste aspirator drawer in (closed) or out (open) depending on its current
state. The default state is in.

Sort Reports
Select Sort > Sort Reports to view all of the saved reports for the current sort layout. A sort report can be
printed or exported. The Sort Reports menu option is enabled if either of the following is true: a sort layout
is selected in the Browser (even if experiment is closed), or a sort layout is open. If both conditions are true,
the Browser selection takes precedence.
You can also access sort reports by right clicking on the Sort Layout and selecting Sort Reports from the popup menu.

Batch Analysis
A Batch Analysis allows you to automatically advance through a selected set of tube data when using a
global worksheet.
To perform a batch analysis:
1. Verify that the global worksheet you will be using for analysis is displayed in the worksheet window.
2. Right-click the specimen to analyze in the Browser and select Batch Analysis.
3. The Batch Analysis dialog opens. Only tubes under the selected specimen will be processed. Tubes
without data are skipped during a batch analysis.
If you want to include all tubes, Right-click on the experiment instead of a specimen.
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